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Carlo Lippolis
1 The bachlik worn by Arsaces I on the first Parthian coinage is a symbol of the origins and
cultural identity of the new Parthian kings; it is a mean of ethnic identification and at the
same time of propaganda now elevated to the rank of a royal attribute (it is displayed, in
fact,  side by side with the diadem).  From the founder of  the dynasty Arsaces I  until
Mithridates I (when – according to the author –an “autre phase de idéologie arsacide”
began) this paper analyzes the changes in the iconography of this particular headdress on
arsacid coins. Already with the portrait of the founder of the dynasty on the coinage the
bachlik is no longer intended as the satrapal headdress as it was previously, but becomes
the status symbol of the new conquerors, evocative of their nomadic origin.
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